ten weeks of war, november 12, 1939
paw of the Bear bars Germany from the Black Sea ; the right paw
disputes with her the control of the Baltic. Whatever history
may record about these events, the fact which we have to reckon
with is perfectly plain. Nazi Germany is barred off from the east,
and has to conquer the British Empire and the French Republic
or perish in the attempt.
So now these boastful and bullying Nazis are looking with
hungry eyes for some small countries in the west which they can
trample down and loot, as they have trampled down and looted
Austria, Czechoslovakia and Poland. Now they turn their fierce,
but also rather circumspect, glare upon the ancient, civilised and
unoffending Dutch and Belgian nations. They have not chosen
to molest the British Fleet, which has awaited their attack in the
Firth of Forth during the last week; they recoil from the steel
front of the French army along the Maginot Line; but their
docile conscripts are being crowded in vast numbers upon the
frontiers of Holland and Belgium. To both these States the Nazis
have given the most recent and solemn guarantees; no wonder
anxiety is great. No one believes one word Herr Hitler and the
Nazi party say, and therefore we must regard that situation as
grave.
I shall not attempt to prophesy whether the frenzy of a cornered
maniac will drive Herr Hitler into the worst of all his crimes ; but
this I will say without a doubt, that the fate of Holland and Bel-
gium, like that of Poland, Czechoslovakia and Austria, will be
decided by the victory of the British Empire and the French Repub-
lic. If we are conquered, all will be enslaved, and the United States
will be left single-handed to guard the rights of man. If we are
not destroyed, all these countries will be rescued and restored to
life and freedom.
It is indeed a solemn moment when I speak to you on this tenth
Sunday after the outbreak of war. But it is also a moment sus-
tained by resolve and hope. I am in the singular position of having
lived through the early months of the last German war upoa Europe
in the same position, in charge of the British Admiralty, as I am
now. I am therefore very careful not to say anything of an over-
confident or unduly sanguine nature. I am sure we have very rough
weather ahead; but I have this feeling, that the Germany which
assaults us all to-day is a far less strongly-built and solidly-founded
organism than that which the Allies and the United States forced
to beg for armistice twenty-one years ago. I have the sensation
and also the conviction that that evil man over there and his cluster
of confederates are not sure of themselves, as we are sure of our-
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